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BÜSCH in action
Remote-controlled renaturalization of old cultural 
landscapes of the Upper Rhine river

Active nature conservancy by irrigation using 
BEA® and CP4
in cooperation with Naturschutzbund NABU Germany

Protection of nature by automatic irriga-
tion using BEA and CP4 in cooperation 
with the Naturschutzbund NABU Ger-
many.

A project was started to revive the for-
mer irrigation channels and flood areas 
in the nature reserve Lochbusch Königs-
wiesen between the cities of Neustadt 
and Speyer, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany. 
In the landscape of the former meadow 
irrigation cooperation Geinsheim, cros-

sed by the Speyersbach, structural buil-
dings fall into ruins, channels dried up 
and typical flora and fauna of the wet-
lands dissapeared in recent decades. 

In order to stop this NABU Neustadt 
developed in cooperation with BÜSCH 
Technology a concept to automatically 
deliver water from the Speyersbach to 
the ditch system.
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BÜSCH Technology supports active conservation 
through irrigation control

The water is passed on to an existing 
concrete well where a CP4 penstock, 
operated with a BEA® BÜSCH electric 
actuator regulates the inflow. Water 
flows over a Thompson-weir in an  220 m 
long pipe into the channels. At the outlet, 
the current water volume to the system 
can be read on a calibrated V-orifice 
from NABU. 

Near to the concrete well, a special con-
trol unit for outdoor applications was 
installed by BÜSCH Technology. The 
BEA® with control unit is supplied with 
230V AC voltage from the public power 
grid. So the installation costs could be 
kept low.
The entire measurement and control 
technology is housed in this control ca-
binet, as well as the system for on-site 
operation with its 4.3" touch panel, the 
data recording unit and the wireless rou-
ter for the remote access.

So the whole system can be operated 
from any Internet - PC anywhere in the 
world.
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The installed ultrasonic probe together 
with the Thompson-weir measures the 
water flow rate continuously. Due to the 
comparison of the actual values and 
the calculation of the permitted water 
withdrawal BEA® controls the proper 
amount of water removal from the creek.

In this project, a customized solution 
was developed and implemented by 
BÜSCH Technology that actively con-
tributes to environmental protection. 
Every year more than 500 million liters 
of water can now be transported in the 
over 10 km long channel system and as-
sociated habitats.
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   Project Scope

▪ BEA® BÜSCH electric actuator      
   with BÜSCH control cabinet
▪ CP4-RS DN200
▪ Thomson weir
▪ Ultrasonic probe

BÜSCH control cabinet

Outlet with V-orifice

BEA® regulating inflow


